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Abstract

In traditional Chinese timber structures, few tie beams were used between columns, and the column base was placed directly on a stone base. In order to study the hysteretic behavior of such structures, a full-scale model was established. The model size was determined according to the requirements of an eighth grade material system specified in the architectural treatise Ying-zao-fa-shi written during the Song Dynasty. In light of the vertical lift and drop of the test model during horizontal reciprocating motions, the horizontal low-cycle reciprocating loading experiments were conducted using a synchronous loading technique. By analyzing the load-displacement hysteresis curves, envelope curves, deformation capacity, energy dissipation, and change in stiffness under different vertical loads, it is found that the timber frame exhibits obvious signs of self-restoring and favorable plastic deformation capacity. As the horizontal displacement increases, the equivalent viscous damping coefficient generally declines first and then increases. At the same time, the stiffness degrades rapidly first and then decreases slowly. Increasing vertical loading will improve the deformation, energy-dissipation capacity, and stiffness of the timber frame.

1. Introduction

A large number of traditional timber structures have been damaged during earthquakes. For instance, during the Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan, a total of 742 traditional timber structures were damaged in the areas seriously affected by the earthquake [1]. During the Wenchuan earthquake in Sichuan Province, China, nearly 10,000 traditional timber structures in 419 sites protecting cultural relics were damaged to various degrees [2]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to protect and repair the traditional timber structures to preserve their significance and heritage value. In particular, the seismic behavior of these structures needs to be studied thoroughly.

A traditional timber structure in East Asia consists of a roof layer, bracket set layer, column framework, and platform base. A good example is the Yingxian Wooden Pagoda in Shanxi Province, China (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). The seismic behavior of this complex structure has drawn much attention from scholars. However, certain seismic issues including the roof space system with large self-weight and stiffness, the energy dissipation in the bracket sets due to shear friction (Figure 1(c)), the semirigid connection in mortise and tenon joints [3], and the column base resting directly on a stone base [4] (Figure 1(d)) have not been fully studied. Researchers have investigated the hysteretic behavior of bracket sets and mortise-tenon joints by performing horizontal and low-cycle reciprocating loading experiments.

A bracket set is a unique construction used in traditional Chinese timber structures. The proportion of the rotational and slip motion (the main seismic behavior of bracket sets) in each block and corbel has been analyzed using reduced-scale (1/3.25 and 2/3) and full-scale models to obtain the primary deformation of each component [5–8]. The rotation
of block 1 (the lowest layer in the bracket set, as shown in Figure 1(c)) has a great influence, especially with respect to the initial stiffness. The initial stiffness of a bracket set can be determined from the elastic deformation of the wood perpendicular to the grain of the bottom of block 1. The restoring forces and skeleton curves of simplified models can be established according to the hysteresis curves in which the force-displacement relationship is highly dependent on the rotational spring stiffness and vertical load. It appears that the yield moment is improved when a heavier vertical load is imposed on the structure.

The hysteretic behavior of mortise-tenon joints of beam columns of different types also exhibits some differences. The restoring forces and skeleton curves for simplified models of different mortise-tenon joints have been established according to tests on reduced-scale models of the column framework (ratios of 1/3.25 and 1/2) [9, 10]. Among them, dovetailed mortise and tenon joints possess the largest horizontal lateral stiffness but degrade more rapidly, and their strength is generally lower than that of penetrated mortise-tenon joints. The full nature of hysteresis curves indicates a favorable energy-dissipation capacity.

In addition, gaps induced from fabrication, or due to installation error, or joint looseness resulting from cyclic loading also exerts a certain influence on the hysteretic behavior of mortise-tenon joints [11, 12]. In general, the initial slip increases proportionally to the increase in the gap size. The existence of gaps in the contacting area lowers the moment resistance and strain energy.

Horizontal low-cycle and reciprocating loading tests of mortise-tenon joints can be performed using a column framework model. However, these tests assume a hinge joint between the column and stone base which is contrary to the column base resting directly on a stone base in the traditional timber structures and ignore the rotation that may occur around the perimeter of the column. Moreover, an
actuator or jack has been frequently used to impose vertical or horizontal forces, which limit the vertical lift and drop of a column framework during reciprocating horizontal motions. Simplifying the joints and restricting the loading method undoubtedly change the deformation of the timber structure and the resulting internal forces. This is even more evident in full-scale models.

It must be noted that, in numerous tests investigating the hysteretic behavior of traditional timber structures, reduced-scale models exhibit size effects compared to full-scale models. To this date, limited study on size effects has been carried out [13, 14]. Tsuwa et al. [5] analyzed a bracket set using three different scale ratios (2/3, 1/1, and 3/2). The structures’ stiffness changed at a rate approximately proportional to the square of the scale ratio of the specimens. Compared to other specimens, the rigidity of the 2/3 specimen was higher, and its normalized horizontal force was about three times. However, quantitative relations for other parameters, such as the proportions of sliding and rotation friction of each component of the bracket sets relative to scale, are not known. In addition, definite quantitative relationships describing the influence of various structural components (e.g., bracket sets, mortise-tenon joints, and column framework) on the whole timber structure are also unknown. Hence, it is better to use a full-scale model to represent the traditional timber structure to capture its true hysteretic behavior.

Full-scale tests on traditional timber structures using low-cycle reciprocating loads are relatively limited. Suzuki et al. [15–17] conducted a full-scale test on a Japanese traditional timber structure using the column base resting directly on a stone base to establish the restoring force acting on the model structure. It was found that the restoring force due to column rocking contributed most to the total restoring force when the frame deformation was small and that the bending moment from tie beams became dominant with the increasing deformation. The axial forces in the columns, dependent mainly on the roof weight, had little influence on the bending moment resistance of tie beams. However, a heavier roof would cause a larger restoring force due to its effect on column rocking.

Traditional Chinese timber structures are different from those built in Japan. In particular, traditional Japanese timber structures generally have tie beams between columns [18]. Park et al. [19] carried out horizontal low-cycle reciprocating loading tests on column frameworks with and without tie beams between columns. In the elastic region, the tie beams had no significant effect on the characteristic structural coefficients (e.g., initial stiffness of the framework) and energy dissipation. This is due to the slight gap existing...
Table 1: Sizes of the main elements (all dimensions in mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Photo</th>
<th>Cross section</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Column</td>
<td>As shown in Figure 2</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>2366</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam</td>
<td>As shown in Figure 2</td>
<td>278×185</td>
<td>2224</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail 1</td>
<td>As shown in Figure 2</td>
<td>297×139</td>
<td>2987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail 2-1</td>
<td>As shown in Figure 2</td>
<td>139×93</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail 2-2</td>
<td>As shown in Figure 2</td>
<td>185×93</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block 1</td>
<td>As shown in Figure 2</td>
<td>185×297</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>147×93</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>147×93</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbel 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>139×93</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbel 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>195×93</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbel 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>139×93</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbel 4</td>
<td></td>
<td>195×93</td>
<td>1222</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbel 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>139×93</td>
<td>852</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbel 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>139×93</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haunch</td>
<td></td>
<td>195×93</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>139×93</td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Material properties of the full-scale test model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical properties</th>
<th>Forced direction</th>
<th>Test result (MPa)</th>
<th>Coefficient of variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bending elastic modulus</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>7607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tangential</td>
<td>7809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending strength</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>74.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tangential</td>
<td>65.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOE in compression</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tangential</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression strength</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tangential</td>
<td>5.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local compression</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tangential</td>
<td>6.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOE in compression</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tangential</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression strength</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tangential</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tangential</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at the joint between the post and the tie beam. However, certain coefficients (including the ductility factor) and energy dissipation in the column framework containing tie beams were improved in the plastic region. It seems clear that different facets of the construction method result in different structural characteristics.

In order to investigate the hysteretic behavior of traditional Chinese timber structures, the horizontal low-cycle reciprocating load test was carried out on the full-scale model in which the column base was placed directly on the stone base by using a developed synchronous loading scheme. The properties including deformation, energy dissipation, and stiffness variations of the full-scale model under different vertical loads were analyzed. The concluding results are useful in terms of the protection and preservation of existing traditional Chinese timber structures.

2. Design and Preparation of the Full-Scale Model

A single span of a traditional Chinese timber structure was selected in this study. According to the size requirements of an eighth grade system specified in the Ying-zao-fa-shi (a construction method of pre-1386) from the Song Dynasty [20], a full-scale model with a single span was prepared (Figure 2(a)). Detailed sizes for the components are shown in Table 1.

The test model was designed to allow the vertical lift and drop under horizontal reciprocating motions. As the roof of the traditional structure has a significant weight and horizontal translational stiffness, the structure can be approximately treated as a rigid system [21, 22]. Therefore, the roof layer was replaced with a concrete slab [15–17] (Figure 2(b)). Bracket sets consisting of the lattice of square blocks and bow-shaped corbels were laid on the top of the columns (Figure 2(c)). The bracket set layer was constructed by connecting bracket sets using rails 2, and the load from the roof layer was thus transferred to the column framework. Wooden dowels were used to connect columns and rail 1 (the structure on the architrave used to connect columns) as well as rail 1 and the beam. The columns were connected with the beam using dovetailed mortise and tenon joints (Figure 2(d)), and the upper load was transferred to the platform base through the column bases. For safety reasons, a concrete ground with a friction coefficient approximate of stone bases was used to form the platform base, and the column bases were laid directly on the concrete ground.

The full-scale test model was constructed using Pinus sylvestris imported from Russia. Material quality tests were also conducted on the same batch of Pinus sylvestris according to the required standards [23]. The air-dried density was found to be 0.435 g/cm³ when the moisture content of the Pinus sylvestris was 9.39%, and the fully dried density was 0.412 g/cm³. Specific mechanical properties are listed in Table 2.

3. Loading and Measurement Scheme

3.1. Loading Equipment. During the horizontal low-cycle and reciprocating loading tests, the full-scale model was rotated around the perimeter of the column base, and the arc motion could thus induce vertical lift and drop. The concrete slabs and horizontal synchronous loading device were applied to simulate, respectively, the vertical and horizontal loads (Figure 3(a)).

The horizontal loading device consists of steel columns, bar chains, spherical hinge bearings, cross girders, fixed pulley
Figure 3: Continued.
blocks, chain blocks, reaction frames, and steel wire ropes. The chain blocks were fixed on the reaction frames, and the tensile force imposed by them was transferred to the steel columns via the steel wire ropes. The steel columns subsequently imposed the horizontal tensile force onto the cross girders via the bar chains which were fixed within the concrete slab. As a result, a horizontal loading was imposed on the test model.

A few notes concerning the horizontal synchronous loading device are worthy of mentioning, as follows:

1. Spherical hinge bearings with 20 mm in diameter and 150 mm in length were used to connect the pedestals and steel column bases (Figures 3(b) and 3(c)). By adjusting the height of the bolts, the height \( h \) between the pedestal and the steel column base was set to be not less than 50 mm (= 60 mm in this study) so that the steel columns could freely rotate in horizontal reciprocating motions. Moreover, the spacing of the spherical hinge bearings along the loading direction was set to be equal to the diameter of the column of the model (= 334 mm) so that the synchronous rotation of the steel column and model column could be attained (Figures 3(b) and 3(c)).

2. The bar chains, cross girders, and steel columns were connected through hinge joints to form a four-chain mechanism consisting of the steel columns, bar chains, and test model (Figures 3(d) and 3(e)). By doing so, the force imposed by the bar chains on the test model was guaranteed to be horizontal at all times. When connecting the bar chains and steel columns, it was necessary to ensure that the bar chains were horizontal in the initial state, which could be done by adjusting the height of the steel hoops.

3. The tensile direction imposed on the steel columns (i.e., on the centers of the cross sections of the test model) by the steel wire ropes was fixed using two fixed pulley blocks (Figure 3(f)). Although pulled manually, the chain blocks showed a low loading rate (about 0.35 m/s), meaning that the loading was approximately uniform. In addition, while one side of the model was in tension during cyclic loading, the steel wire rope on the other side was loosened to satisfy the horizontal displacement of the test model of 300 mm. Apart from their effect on loading, the chain blocks also served the purpose of safety as they
provided a protection in case the test model would collapse in the loading direction.

(4) The synchronous loading device could be used to rectify any deviation of the tilt timber structure layer by layer, except for the intended horizontal loading performed during the test.

The vertical loading was increased by adding more concrete slabs. The weight of the roof (based on the size requirements of eighth grade materials) was calculated according to the roof type and the roof load encountered in different working conditions [24]. Based on the analysis of the three-level vertical loads required in the horizontal reciprocating loading tests, three concrete slabs were prepared with each weighing 30 kN. As the top face of rail 2-2 was higher than that of rail 2-1, the size of the concrete slabs need not be less than the span between the rails 2 (i.e., $S_1 \geq L_D$, $S_2 \geq L_D$). As a result, the vertical load was directly transferred to the bracket sets underneath. It was thus determined that $S_1 = 3.6$ m and $S_2 = 1.8$ m, and that the height was 0.18 m (Figure 3(g)).

To ensure that the tests were conducted safely, various safety devices were employed, including security frames, scaffolds, screws (Figure 3(g)), steel wire ropes, cranes, and lateral pulley gears, in addition to the synchronous loading device (Figure 3(h)). In the roof layer, the concrete slabs were fixed together using screws connected to the security frame and crane using steel wire ropes such that a rope length of 300 mm was reserved to ensure no tensile force during a test. In order to avoid out-of-plane torsion and even lateral collapse of the test model, 12 lateral pulley gears were placed out of the plane of the concrete slabs. The frictional force between the two substances was so low that it could be considered negligible. To protect the bracket set layer and column framework, it was necessary to reserve a certain horizontal displacement of 300 mm between the test model and the scaffolds. The steel pipes were also installed out of the plane on both sides of the column framework. In addition, a gap of 20 mm was reserved between a steel pipe and a column of the model in order to eliminate the friction. After completing a test, it was necessary to tighten the safety bolts of the spherical bearings (Figure 3(b)), remove the concrete slabs, and tighten the chain blocks.

3.2 Measurement Schemes. In order to measure the horizontal forces and displacements of the overall structure, two force sensors and one horizontal displacement sensor [25, 26] were arranged separately on two bar chains and rail 2-1 (Figure 3(a)). To observe the state of deformation of the components at the mortise-tenon joints and whether the bar chains remain horizontal during tests, six dual-axis digital inclinometers (model SVT626T) were arranged separately on the two columns, beam, rail 1, and two bar chains (Figures 3(a) and 4(a)). Measurements were recorded in real time using a data acquisition instrument. The horizontal tensile forces and displacements are defined as positive if directed towards the west, while a clockwise rotation is defined as the positive inclination. Additionally, two dial indicators were set up out of the plane at the column bottoms in order to determine if any out-of-plane torsion occurred in the test model (Figure 4(b)).

3.3 Loading System. The vertical loads were applied at three different levels: 30 kN, 60 kN, and 90 kN, and a variable-amplitude displacement controller was employed to generate the horizontal reciprocating loading under each vertical load level. The horizontal displacements used were $\pm 10$, $\pm 20$, $\pm 30$, $\pm 40$, $\pm 50$, $\pm 60$, $\pm 70$, $\pm 80$, and $\pm \text{Max}$ mm (note: Max = the maximum control displacement corresponding to constantly increasing horizontal displacement and reducing...
Figure 6: Continued.
horizontal force). Each level of controlled displacement was applied for one reciprocating cycle using the loading system shown in Figure 5.

The test model was prepressed for 24 hours after the vertical loading but before the horizontal loading. After the deformation of the model stabilized, the bar chains were installed to remove the effect of vertical compressive deformation on the initially horizontal bar chains. Also, to achieve a "stable deformation" for the test model, the model needs to be loaded to the controlled displacement level and unloaded to a balanced state (i.e., when the strain in bar chains 1 and 2 equals 0) for 5 minutes in each stage.

4. Descriptions of the Test Process and Phenomena

Prior to the horizontal reciprocating loading, various initial sizes and defects (e.g., fractures) of each component of the test model were precisely measured and recorded in order to distinguish and compare the deformations occurring during the tests. To avoid compression damage between the components of the test model, the components were assembled on the site and checked to ensure that there were no gaps between the tightly contacting components of the assembled model. Additionally, it was necessary to ascertain whether the various monitoring systems (force, displacement, and inclination sensors) worked normally and whether the initial state of the bar chains was in horizontal position prior to the horizontal loading. Moreover, it was examined whether the interval between the spherical bearings was the same as the column diameter of the model and whether the reserved lengths of the steel wire ropes and spherical bearing bolts were correct.

As shown in Figure 6(a), when the western side of the test model was pulled during the horizontal reciprocating loading, the eastern side of the steel wire rope was reserved for the western horizontal displacement of the test model (set to 300 mm) in order to guarantee that the bar chain on the eastern side was not pulled. When the western side of the test model was pulled, the inclination of the western column was found to be larger than that of the eastern column, and this difference in inclination increased as the horizontal displacement increased. Besides, the edges at the bottom and top of the columns appeared to have subjected to compression deformation, and the test model appeared to have vertically lifted and dropped due to the rotation around the perimeter at the column bottom (Figure 6(b)).

The tenons of the mortise-tenon joints were obliquely pulled out from their mortises on both western and eastern sides when the western side of the model was pulled (Figure 6(c)). The extent of the pullout was larger in the tenon on the western side than that on the eastern side. The extent of the pullout changed rapidly initially, but the rate of change slowed down as the horizontal displacement increased. The mortises became loose due to the mutual compression with the tenons, indicating that there was a large lateral compression of the mortises on the tenons.

The western column and beam of the column framework were tightly compressed with rail 1 (Figure 6(d)) when the western side of the model was pulled so that the western side of rail 1 became tilted relative to the column top (Figure 6(e)). Meanwhile, large gaps appeared between the eastern column, beam, and rail 1 (Figure 6(f)), and compression deformation occurred between rail 1 and the eastern and western columns (Figure 6(g)). It can be speculated that the wooden dowels used to connect the columns and rail 1 experienced large bending moments and that rail 1 was subsequently subjected to bending deformation (as the wooden dowels experience different bending moments on the two sides of rail 1). Additionally, the beam underwent
anticlockwise rotation, while rail 1 rotated clockwise, resulting in a gradually developing gap between them (Figure 6(h)). Also, the wooden dowels experienced oblique shear deformation (Figure 6(i)), indicating that there was sliding friction present apart from the different states of rotation of the beam and rail 1.

The bracket sets remained well preserved during the whole horizontal reciprocating loading process, and there was no extension of initial fractures, and no new fractures formed in its components. No sliding was observed between rail 2-2 and the concrete slabs or between the column bottom of the model and the concrete ground. The deformation of the test model was mainly manifested in the form of rotation and plastic deformation of the components of the column framework. Rotation deformation was mainly exhibited via column rocking behavior which resulted in the pullout of the tenons from the mortises. The plastic deformation was mainly exhibited via the compressive deformation of the mortise-tenon joints, the bending deformation of the wooden dowels connecting the columns and rail 1, the compressive deformation between the top of the columns and the bottom of rail 1, and the shear and bending deformation of the wooden dowels connecting the beam and rail 1.

The loading phenomena observed on the eastern side were similar to those observed on the western side.

Lastly, it was noted that the test model was not a rigid system with respect to the four-chain structure formed by the steel columns, bar chains, and the test model. Instead, there was a story drift and compressive deformation caused by the vertical loads during horizontal loading. However, since the story drift was less than the horizontal displacement and the vertical compression deformation was also small, the bar chains did remain “horizontal” at all times (average angle = 0.14° and 0.21°, respectively, for bar chains 1 and 2) and thus satisfy the horizontal loading requirements of the test model.

5. Test Results and Discussion
5.1. Hysteresis Curves. Hysteresis curves can be plotted using the load-displacement data recorded during the horizontal reciprocating loading experiments carried out on the test
model (Figure 7). The curves are asymmetrical and exhibit pinching effects. The pinching effect becomes increasingly more significant as the horizontal control displacement and vertical load increase.

Initially, as load is applied to the model, the slope is larger implying a larger stiffness. This part of the curve is approximately linear and indicates that the test model behaves elastically. The slope of the curve declines significantly as the horizontal displacement increases, meaning a great degradation in stiffness. As the horizontal displacement continues to increase, the decreasing rate of the slope slows down, suggesting that the stiffness degradation also slows down. The various horizontal control displacements used produce similar loading path curves.

During the initial unloading stage, larger slope on the load-displacement curve and obvious hysteresis are noted, increasing the hysteretic energy dissipation. With decreasing horizontal displacements, the difference in the slopes on the loading and unloading curves increases first and then decreases. This implies that the components are exhibiting new dissipation energies. This phase reflects the maximum energy dissipation and more significant positive hysteresis. As the horizontal displacement further decreases, the slope increases significantly, thus increasing the stiffness greatly. As in the loading curve, a region of sudden change also appears in the unloading curve. During the final phase of the unloading process, the curve shows an approximately linear relationship and tends to return to the starting position.

Although the residual deformation increases with an increasing vertical load, the total residual deformation is deemed quite small, indicating that the full-scale model has a significant capacity of self-restoring. Apparent different paths of the unloading curves under a wide range of control displacements are observed, suggesting that hysteretic energy dissipation in the test model mainly occurs in the unloading phase.

5.2. Skeleton Curves. Skeleton curves as generated from the data are also asymmetrical (Figure 8(a)). In the initial loading phase, the timber structure behaves elastically, and its stiffness is at a maximum. The stiffness degrades rapidly at first when the horizontal displacement exceeds the elastic value, and the degradation then becomes more slow. This represents the elastic-plastic rise stage. As the horizontal displacement continues to rise, the horizontal force in the skeleton curve changes slightly. At this time, the timber structure enters into a “plateau” phase.

According to the above analysis, the skeleton curve can be divided into three linear models: elastic, elastic-plastic rise, and plateau phases. As in Figure 8(b), $\Delta_e$ and $F_e$ are used to denote the maximum horizontal displacement and force in the elastic phase, respectively, and $\Delta_p$ and $F_p$ are the counterparts in the elastic-plastic rise phase. Moreover, $K_e$ and $K_p$ represent the stiffness in the elastic and elastic-plastic rise phases, respectively. Averaging the test results from the positive and reverse loadings, the relationships between the parameters in the model and the vertical loads used can be derived, as shown in Tables 3 and 4. Discussion for each phase is given in the following sections.

5.2.1. Elastic Phase (oa). The vertical load exerts an insignificant effect in the elastic range, whose average lies between $-11.7$ mm and $11.7$ mm. An increase in the vertical load improves the horizontal lateral force, yield load, and yield inclination [27] and so extends the elastic-plastic rise phase. The stiffness of the structure under the
5.2.3. Flat Phase (bc). Both grow approximately linearly with the vertical load. Moreover, the stiffness and yield load declines. SQ, the vertical load exerts an insignificant effect on the second level load, and the rate of growth of the stiffness increases. As the vertical load increases, the ultimate load is hence slightly larger than the full-scale model during the tests, indicating that the formation capacities of the timber structure and delays the onset of damage to the structure. SQ is further indicates that increasing the horizontal displacement, and maximum inclination all rise. SQ shows that increasing the vertical load exerts an insignificant effect on the yield point, respectively; \( \Delta_e \) and \( F_e \) = max displacement and max force in the elastic phase, respectively; \( F_p \), \( \Delta_p \), and \( \theta_p \) = force, displacement, and incidence at the yield point, respectively; \( \Delta_e \) and \( F_e \) = max displacement and max force in the elastic-plastic rise phase, respectively; \( F_{\text{max}} \), \( \Delta_{\text{max}} \), and \( \theta_{\text{max}} \) = ultimate horizontal load, max horizontal displacement, and max incidence, respectively.

Third level vertical load is about 11% lower than that under the second load level, and the rate of growth of the stiffness declines. The vertical load exerts an insignificant effect on the yield displacement. Moreover, the stiffness and yield load both grow approximately linearly with the vertical load.

### Table 3: The basic parameters of the three-phase linear model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N (kN)</th>
<th>Elastic phase</th>
<th>Yield point</th>
<th>Elastic-plastic rise phase</th>
<th>Plateau phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta_e ) (mm)</td>
<td>( F_e ) (kN)</td>
<td>( \Delta_y ) (mm)</td>
<td>( F_y ) (kN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 (1st load)</td>
<td>11.674</td>
<td>3.930</td>
<td>17.330</td>
<td>4.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 (2nd load)</td>
<td>11.946</td>
<td>4.907</td>
<td>19.559</td>
<td>5.464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ F_e = -0.0001N^2 + 0.0419N + 2.765 \quad (R^2 = 1) \]
\[ F_y = 0.0432N + 2.888 \quad (R^2 = 0.9999) \]
\[ \Delta_p = -0.006N^2 + 1.0272N + 43.486 \quad (R^2 = 1) \]
\[ F_p = -0.0002N^2 + 0.0895N + 2.972 \quad (R^2 = 1) \]

Note: \( \Delta_e \) and \( F_e \) = max displacement and max force in the elastic phase, respectively; \( F_{\text{max}} \), \( \Delta_{\text{max}} \), and \( \theta_{\text{max}} \) = ultimate horizontal load, max horizontal displacement, and max incidence, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N (kN)</th>
<th>Elastic phase</th>
<th>Yield point</th>
<th>Elastic-plastic rise phase</th>
<th>Characteristic values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( K_e )</td>
<td>( \rho_{K_e} ) (%)</td>
<td>( K_y )</td>
<td>( \rho_{K_y} ) (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 (1st load)</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 (2nd load)</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>22.025</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 (3rd load)</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>21.614</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ K_e = 0.0027N + 0.2527 \quad (R^2 = 0.9973) \]
\[ K_y = 1 \times 10^{-3}N^2 + 1 \times 10^{-4}N + 0.2276 \quad (R^2 = 1) \]
\[ K_y = 0.0004N + 0.0156 \quad (R^2 = 0.9999) \]

Note. \( K_e \) and \( K_y \) = the stiffness in elastic and elastic-plastic rise phases, respectively, and \( K_y \) = yield stiffness, where \( K_y = F_y/\Delta_y \), \( K_e = F_e/\Delta_e \), and \( \rho_{K_e} \) and \( \rho_{K_y} \) = the change rates of stiffness in the elastic phase, at the yield point, and in the elastic-plastic rise phase, respectively, where \( \rho_{K_e} = (K_{\text{el}} - K_{\lambda}) \times 100/K_{\lambda} \) (\( K_\lambda \) refers to the stiffness of \( K_\lambda \) under the higher level of vertical loads).

5.3. Energy-Dissipation Capacity. The energy-dissipation capacity of a structure is generally specified by quantifying the hysteretic energy dissipation (\( E-h \)) or the equivalent viscous damping coefficient (\( h_e \)). The former corresponds to the area enclosed by a hysteretic loop, while the \( h_e \) coefficient corresponds to the ratio of \( E-h \) to the elastic energy under the same peak load. The two measures can be obtained for the three levels of vertical load according to (1) and Figure 9(a) [29]. It can be seen from Figures 9(b) and 9(c) [29] that

\[
h_e = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{S_{abc} + S_{oda}}{S_{obe} + S_{odf}}
\]

where \( h_e \) is the equivalent viscous damping coefficient, \( S_{abc} \) and \( S_{oda} \) are, respectively, the areas enclosed by curves abc and oda, and \( S_{obe} \) and \( S_{odf} \) are, respectively, the areas of triangles obe and odf.

(1) \( E-h \) increases nonlinearly with increasing horizontal displacements. Increasing the vertical load enhances the \( E-h \) of the timber structure, and the amplitude of the increase does not increase monotonically with increasing horizontal displacements. The \( E-h \) value of the structure under the second
level of vertical load is 1.18–1.58 times that under the first level. On the other hand, the $E$-hy value under the third level of vertical load is 1.20–1.48 times that under the second level.

(2) As the horizontal displacement increases, the changes occurring in the $h_e$ value can be split into four stages: rapid decrease, slight rise, slight decrease, and rapid increase (overall trend: one decreases first followed by a rise). As the vertical load increases, $h_e$ increases generally. The ratio of $h_e$ under the second level vertical load to that under the first level is 0.92–1.2. Meanwhile, the ratio of $h_e$ under the third level vertical load to that under the second level is 0.99–1.15.

5.4. Stiffness Changes. When analyzing seismic responses, the tangent stiffness of a structure is frequently replaced with the secant stiffness. By carrying out the calculation shown in (2) [30], curves showing the degradation of the stiffness and the degradation rate of the timber structure can be obtained (Figure 10):

$$K_j = \frac{+F_j + -F_j}{+\Delta_j + -\Delta_j},$$

where $j$ is the sequence number of the loading cycle, $F_j$ is the peak load of the cycle, and $\Delta_j$ is the displacement corresponding to $F_j$. 

![Figure 9: Curves of the energy dissipation. (a) Lateral force-displacement hysteretic loop; (b) curves of the hysteretic energy dissipation ($E$-hy); (c) curves of the equivalent viscous damping coefficient ($h_e$).](image-url)
The stiffness of the timber structure degrades rapidly at first with an increasing horizontal displacement and then degrades more slowly. Increasing the vertical load improves the stiffness of the timber structure, and the amplitude of the increase gradually declines as the horizontal displacement increases. This indicates that an increase in horizontal displacement weakens the effect of the vertical load on stiffness. The amplitude of increase of the stiffness under the second level vertical load is 6.49–11.11% larger than that under the third level vertical load. This means that the increase in the amplitude of the stiffness decreases as the vertical load increases for a given horizontal displacement.

The stiffness rapidly degrades before the horizontal displacement reaches approximately 80 mm (in the elastic-plastic rise phase). The rate of stiffness degradation grows with increasing vertical loads. When the horizontal displacement is greater than approximately 80 mm (in the plateau phase), the rate of stiffness degradation stabilizes, and the vertical load essentially has no effect on the degradation rate.

### 6. Conclusions

The horizontal low-cycle and reciprocating loading tests were conducted on a full-scale single-span model of a traditional Chinese timber structure considering different vertical loads. By studying the hysteretic behavior observed, the following primary findings are offered:

1. The bar chains employed in the tests remain horizontal at all times. Thus, the synchronous loading technique used satisfies the necessary requirement of maintaining the horizontal loading for the rotating structure and also serves a protective role.

2. The timber structure has a significant capacity of self-restoring and deformation. The deformations consist mainly of the pullout of the tenons from the mortises and the plastic deformation caused by the bending, compression, and shear among the different components in the column framework. The hysteretic energy dissipation displays mainly in the unloading phase, and the hysteresis in displacements occurs in the initial unloading stage which increases the hysteretic energy dissipation. Pinching effects become increasingly more significant as the horizontal displacement and vertical load increase.

3. The lateral horizontal force and hysteretic dissipation energy in the timber structure increase with horizontal displacements. The equivalent viscous damping coefficient decreases first and then increases. The stiffness degrades rapidly at first, followed by a slower degradation.

4. Increasing the vertical load improves the lateral horizontal force, stiffness, deformation, and energy-dissipating capacity of the timber structure and extends the elastic-plastic range. However, an increase in horizontal displacements decreases the effect of vertical load on stiffness. In addition, the rate of degradation of the stiffness increases with increasing vertical loads if the horizontal displacement is small. On the other hand, if the horizontal displacement is large, the vertical load has an insignificant effect on the rate of degradation of the stiffness.
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